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Candlelight Memorial Gathering
On Friday, November 16, 2018, (note date, error in last issue)7:30 pm
at Fort Garry United Church, 800 Point Road
If going south on Pembina Highway, move to far left lane by the time you reach the Jubilee
Overpass. Turn left at first set of lights (after overpass). You will then be on Point Road. Drive
down Point Road past St. Paul’s Anglican Church. Viscount Alexander School is next and Fort
Garry United Church is just past the school. If going north on Pembina Highway, stay in your
right lane and turn at the lights onto Point Road. Tony’s Pizza is at the corner. The Church is
wheelchair accessible.
TCF/Winnipeg invites all bereaved parents, siblings, extended family members and friends to
join us in remembering our children, a bright flame to us in life and in death. This annual
service has proven to be a source of strength in helping us “handle the holidays”. It sets aside a
special time for our beloved children who are painfully absent. Candles will be provided and
can be taken home to light in remembrance over the holidays. A very special part of the evening
is the sharing and socializing following the service. Everyone is encouraged to stay. You are
invited to bring a picture of your child for our “Children Remembered” table.
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REVIEW
AT OUR AUGUST SHARING MEETING 14 were in
attendance with 3 attending for the first time. Thanks to
Donna for setting up and looking after the library; thanks
to Del for setting up, greeting and cleaning up; thanks to
Marcheta for setting up, greeting and facilitating; and
thanks to Dolores S. for cleaning up after the meeting.
AT OUR SEPTEMBER SHARING MEETING 13
were in attendance with 3 attending for the first time.
Thanks to Allie and Karen for greeting and cleaning up
and to Marcheta for setting up, facilitating and cleaning
up after the meeting.
On Saturday, June 23rd, the Winnipeg Chapter held its annual picnic at Joey’s place.
Thank you Joey for hosting again this year. Your “yard” was absolutely gorgeous and
we will certainly miss it. Your generosity and kindness will always be remembered and
appreciated. We had beautiful weather this year! As in all of our past picnics, we
gathered on the back lawn in a circle, where each person said out loud the name of their
child, grandchild, sibling and loved one. We miss them terribly, but it feels so good to say
their names out loud. We released three butterfly balloons for Keithan, Mattheo, and
Terrance, the three boys that died in Nelson House in April. We also had a special
balloon for Al. Al died in June; he was a long time member of our chapter and we miss
him dearly. Then we all released our blue balloons to the sunny blue sky and watched
them float out of sight. I say it every year, but releasing those balloons is so powerful.
There were smiles, and there were tears for all the children gone too soon. And it was
fitting that after the balloons were released, two eagles soared up above. Beautiful. We
always seem to get some kind of a sign. Then it was time to eat. The food, as always, was
fabulous, and nobody went home hungry. Thank you to everyone for the wonderful
feast. The memory table was full of pictures, and a lantern burned in the middle, in
loving memory of all the children, grandchildren and siblings. A special thank you to
Pat and Garth for their work to make the picnic as special as it always is. Thank you to
everyone that helped out!! And again, thank you Joey!! What a Wonderful Day!

Our library, as an outreach program, can
only be helpful to our members if
everyone follows our guideline of two
months borrowing time. If these books
have helped you in your journey, then
you are aware they could help another
bereaved parent.
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SHOW AND SHINE SPONSORS AND DONORS
AUGUST 12. 2018
Barney Gargles
Oil Mart
Gauthier Cadillac Buick GMC
Iron Image Fitness Club
Head Turnez
Mr. Dent
Selkirk Motor Hotel (Roxi’s Uptown Café)
FWS Group of Companies
Hooked on Grass Yard Maintenance
Tony’s Academy Auto Service
1315 Henderson Hwy.
A&W – Selkirk
Dairy Queen – Selkirk
Regehr’s Printing
Remax – Ken Brown
Terry’s Towing
Skinner’s
Selkirk Lock & Key
Lakeway Marine
Kolors Autobody Supplies
Custom Transport
Winnipeg Graffiti Control
Budget Truck Recycling & Repair
Central Septic Service
GW Transmission & Automotive Service
Ye Olde Soot Sweepers & Hearth Shoppe
Signmeister
Safeway – Selkirk
Packer’s Women’s Wear
Fran’s Jewelers & Gifts
Oakbank Convenience & Esso
Peppercorn Restaurant & Lounge
Pharmasave – Oakbank
Victoria’s Flowers & Gifts
Arctic Glacier
Big Dollar
Accurate Lawn & Garden
Canadian Tire – Selkirk
Custom One Cycle
Babymoon Ultrasound
Rana Respiratory Care Group
Bella Ragazza
Home Hardware – Selkirk
Boston Pizza – Selkirk
Ashton Gallery
Seven Oaks Transmission
Shooter’s Golf Course
Real Canadian Superstore – St. Anne’s Rd.
Liza Hamm Massage Therapy
Papa Carlos Pizzeria & Gelati
Matrix Mobile
Chatters Hair Salon
Drifter’s Inn Lac Du Bonnet
Canadian Virtual Hospice
Kendals Station Restaurant

Mazergroup
The Merchant Hotel
Three 6 Tea
Selkirk Super Thrifty
Selkirk Plumbing
Dunlop’s Tourist Hotel – Seven Sisters Falls
Frogbox
The Red Eye Diner
The Mighty Kiwi Juice Bar & Eatery
The Vine Tattoos & Apparel
Patsy Cline Tribute – Laurie Sutherland
iParty Entertainment
Johnny & Sharon Morgoch
Tanya, Steph & Devyn Gallant
Shannon Morgoch
Eva Morgoch
Brenda Black
Terry, Joanne & Halle Pemkowski
Joe & Susan Petaski
Joanne & Mickey Taronno
Shelley Erstelle & Family
Jennifer & Dan Percival & Family
Doug & Barb Zawada
John Kolb & Arlene Last-Kolb
Maurice & Dolores Belot
Bob & Susan Taylor
Elaine Smith
Garth & Pat Cuddy
Diane Robidoux
Ken & Donna Boitson
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CONTINUING SUPPORT!
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SHARING
It is our practice to “share” your comments with our readers as they often benefit others. Each of us handles our grief differently. So, we
ask for your tolerance and understanding with compassion for the submissions presented. If you wish to submit a writing for Sharing in
our next newsletter please mail or email it to our office by December 1st.
From Arlene Jones Winnipeg: Thank you TCF friends for all the work you do.
From Nina Conliffe, Aurora, ON: TCF offers me affirmation.
From Lena Toderian, Kenora, ON: Thank you for sending me the newsletters. Keep up the good work. I love reading the words of
inspiration, hope and healing. Shed some tears. Enclosed please find a donation in memory of my children, my daughters Vivian Pitura
and Virginia Whitehead – breast cancer, son Patrick - cancer. My grandchildren, Paddy, Holly and Clayton died of different deaths. I
miss them all terribly. May God take care of them.
From Barb Behr, Winnipeg: It’s been 23 years of losing Derek – It seems like just yesterday.
From Kathy Beck, Chapter Leader, Bereaved Parents USA, Coeur D’Alene, ID Chapter: Thank you so much for sending this lovely
newsletter to our Chapter for so many years.
From Ingrid MacIntyre, Stonewall, MB: Thank you to all in the CF chapter for the continuing work done in the huge support given to
grieving parents and families. I greatly appreciate the CF newsletters . . . they help bring some comfort to my aching heart. SIX YEARS
have passed since the loss of our dear son, Matthew, and the newsletters have been a HUGE lifeline for me. The newsletters provide hope
and strength in this very difficult, painful journey of grieving the loss of a precious child. The organization is so greatly needed by many
. . . a place of true compassion, understanding . . . a support system which helps to let each of us know, WE DO NOT HAVE TO WALK
THE PAINFUL JOURNEY ALONE.
I am sending HUGS and wishes of peacefulness in all our hearts as the holiday season approaches . . . a time when we all can use lots
of hugs. The pain lives in our hearts every second, some days are more intense than others. We lost our beautiful Matthew September 6,
2012 . . . his birthday is December 18 and he would be 34 this year. We miss him so terribly. He is held close in our hearts forever and
always. We are grateful for so much love surrounding us from family and friends. Love gives strength to go on. Life carries on and we
do the best we can each day, the pain lives deep in the heart forever and we learn to cope with the pain. I miss my son every second . . . I
hold him close in my heart treasuring all the love, joy and beautiful memories he gave to me and so many hearts.
There have been many words in TCF newsletters which are so true to my heart that I felt I wrote them. The following message from an
unknown author are so true to my heart. “The moment that you left, my heart was split in two. One side filled with memories, the other
side died with you. I often lay awake at night when the world is fast asleep And take a walk down memory lane with tears upon my cheek.
Remembering you is easy, I do it every day; But missing you is a heartache that never goes away. I hold you tightly in my heart and there
you will remain; You see life goes on without you but will never be the same.”
TODAY, ALWAYS AND FOREVER WE WILL LOVE AND MISS YOU MATTHEW In loving memory of our dear Matthew December
18, 1984 – September 6, 2012
THANK YOU COMPASSIONATE FRIENDS FOR BEING THERE FOR ME ON THIS VERY DIFFICULT JOURNEY. Wishing
everyone continued strength.
From Ingrid MacIntyre, Stonewall, MB:
Dear Betty. . . I am writing this message to send heartfelt hugs to all grieving parents and the families. Hugs are so important . . . there
are never too many hugs. A hug is full of warm love . . . hugs say what the heart feels when the words won’t come.
Enclosed are teddy bears that I would love to give for the Sharing Meetings. I thought maybe people could hold one as they shared
their story and could find some comfort. When our son died in the tragic canoe accident September 6, 2012, his friend who was with him
had survived and he brought me a bear to hug and hold when the pain comes so intensely. I can hug and hold the soft bear, finding some
comfort as I deal with my emotions. I have never been to a Sharing Meeting and therefore do not know what the meetings are like. Six
years have passed and I often wish I could attend an evening. I am forever grateful to The Compassionate Friends newsletters . . . they
have been a huge lifeline for me.
Betty, I am grateful for the warm kindness and compassion I have received from you, Dolores and Del in the six years since the loss of
my dear Matthew. Big hugs to each of you . . . you all know the pain in this journey of grief in the loss of a precious child. The work you
do is amazing and so gratefully appreciated by so many. THANK YOU FOR ALL YOU DO. Many of our friends have lost a child . . . too
many! We give each other support to help soften the pain in our very broken hearts.
The bears are sent with love from my heart. I do hope they can help comfort many hearts. HUGS to all . . . today, tomorrow and
always.
In Loving Memory of our dear son Matthew. . . dearly loved, so sadly missed.
(Thank you, Ingrid, for your most thoughtful gesture. I am sure the teddy bears will also bring comfort to other parents.)
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Mitch Carmody BIO
Mitch Carmody is no stranger to grief. His father died when he was only 15, his brother 5 years later, his twin sister and her two
young sons in 1984, his 9 year old son Kelly in 1987, and his mother in 1999. Mitch has dedicated his life to serving the bereaved in
anyway he can. He participates regularly with chapters of The Compassionate Friends all across the country. Mitch is known for his
heart and compassion; his evening sharing sessions at national conferences are legendary as Mitch listens and shares until each attendee
has had the opportunity to share their story. In 2015 he was newly elected to their National Board of Directors.
Mitch Carmody, GSP, CCP is the author of “Letters To My Son, turning his loss to legacy” which has been sold worldwide and
the prognosticator of Proactive Grieving® seminars that feature the S.T.A.I.R.S™ model of grief processing. Mitch is the host of his own
radio show “Grief Chat” and he supports grievers daily from his website. He is an accomplished portrait artist and has created hundreds
of memorial Life Portraits for the bereaved worldwide and his innovative “20 Faces of Grief” therapeutic grief assessment cards used in
grief groups around the nation.
His Proactive Grieving® seminars are reaching grievers world wide; an organic holistic approach focusing on the mind, body,
soul and spirit connection that he calls The Four Pillars of Equilibrium in processing grief. Empowering grievers everywhere to take
charge of their own grief journey through vulnerability and resilience; advocating honesty, transparency and the taking of emotional risks;
finding the courage to repurpose a broken heart and turn loss to legacy.

Sunday, August 12th, was the 15th Annual Candace Memories Show ‘n Shine. For volunteers, the day started at 6:00 a.m.
setting up the Selkirk Waterfront. It was a very hot and humid day and we are extra appreciative to all the owners that brought
their beautiful cars, trucks, and motorcycles! The sunshine sure made those A&W Rootbeer Floats go down good. The Skinner’s
hotdogs were delicious! Thank you to all the volunteers that bar-b-qued them in that scorching heat! The Dairy Queen Dilly Bars
were a refreshing dessert!! Huge thanks to Creatures of the Night for stopping by again! Everybody loves getting their picture taken
with them! Laurie Sutherland, AKA Patsy Cline, sang two sets of Patsy’s greatest hits. Everybody loves Patsy! Most of all, our
gratitude goes to the Morgoch family and their army of dedicated family and friends that volunteer their time to organize this
spectacular event. Johnny and Sharon Morgoch, Shannon Morgoch, Tanya, Steph and Devyn Gallant - the Winnipeg Chapter of
The Compassionate Friends appreciates all the time, blood, sweat and effort you have put into this very special Show n Shine in
memory of Candace, your beloved daughter, sister, sister-in- law, aunt. We are forever grateful. Always Remembered, Candace.
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The Passage to Pleasantville...Will I Ever Feel Joy Again?
When one experiences the loss of a child or close family member in
their lives, there are many calendar moments that take on a whole
new significance. Death date anniversaries, diagnosis anniversaries,
day of the accident anniversaries, etc., as well as birthdays, special
days, and holidays. It’s on these calendar days that our
expectations, the dreams we had for our children's future becomes
powerfully real. We tend to visualize where they would be at this
stage of their life and it cuts like a knife. We compare it to where
we were at when we were that age, what would they be doing at age
5, 16, 26 or age 32? The void in our lives, the loss, becomes very
real again. We experience the loss of their future once more; it’s a
real loss and real grief. As we move through the years we
experience less intensity of grief as our huge wound heals and
slowly closes, but it is on these special days we briefly open that
wound and again feel the pain of their loss; we are reliving the loss
of their future and again we grieve it.
Our grief does go into remission as we continue our long
journey but it is an ember always burning and it will still flare up
and hurt under certain conditions. But in that flare up of the heart's
ember we can also feel the warmth of remembrance, the image of
their face becomes clearer, their smell as a baby, the smell of rosy
cheeks and damp hair from hard play, drifts through our olfactory
memories and for a brief moment the joy of their presence floods
our being. As much as my loss becomes real again and causes me
pain, I treasure the moments of fond reflections the pain has
brought to light. My soul going through a bipolar episode of
emotions that I have learned to expect. I also have learned that as I
have moved through the years, each year I seemed to recover much
faster.
They say time heals all things but then so does death for
those who die. Death, the ultimate healer, where our soul joins with
God's and all pain and misery are gone forever. For us, the living
left behind, all we have is time to heal a broken heart. In the past
couple of years, following the publication of my book, I have found
myself immersed into bereavement work in many different ways. I
thought my completion of the book would be a final healing for me.
Published in 2002 it had been 15 years following the death of my
son Kelly. I had never envisioned conducting workshops all around
the country, being asked to speak at events, doing radio and
television shows and sharing my heart with people all over the
world.
I found now there is no final healing other than death. Our
healing is a continuum, a continuing variation of a theme we
experience as long as we draw breath. I truly thought I had come as
far as one could go in my healing. I had a comfortable
understanding of the bereavement process and I had come as far as
I could, no more surprises. I had fully integrated my 'new normal'
into my life and its interaction with the real world. I was wrong.
As an artist I have always used many different mediums in
my renditions and representations of life. I have done hundreds of
children's portraits in full color in a variety of styles. Following the
death of Kelly, I found I could not do any art work; it was hard to
be inspired when my soul was raging in pain. Eventually I started to
sketch or draw things/people that my emotions and aching soul
could identity with: Mother Theresa, Ghandi, Martin Luther King,
people who represented compassion for the human soul,

unconditional love for God and man. These individuals had
practiced selfless service to humanity and suffered many of life's
deprivations yet continued to love man and serve their God. They
were also all dead. I now realize for years I have only drawn dead
people in black and white. I have heard that grief takes the color out
of your life; well in my case I have found that to be true.
This year is the first time in 17 years I have completed an
artwork in full color and have now done several. They are
representations of life and death in full vibrant colors and I did not
honestly even realize until that moment that I had been only doing
black and white sketches for all these years and that it was
connected to my journey of grief. Like the color slowly coming
back when love hits the town of Pleasantville I can see in color
again. Like Dorothy walking out of her Kansas shack and into Oz a
whole new world of color has entered my life. Flowers are brighter
and even the lilacs smell sweeter this year. My Heartlight is back
on. What turned it on is my outreach to the bereaved, my new
capacity to take emotional risks, living the gospel, not just reading
it, and keeping Kelly an ever present part of my life. I am feeling
joy again in my life. As bereaved parent’s joy is very illusive and
when and if we do experience it, we shall never feel the intensity of
joy that we once had prior to our child's death, but the joy wrought
from compassion for others can come close.
A lot of words to say I don’t believe there is any one final
healing, only a slow process of change. In our early years of our
painful passage we don't want anyone to 'fix it' and we resent well
meaning trite expressions of concern and the syrupy platitudes from
those who don't understand. There are so many of you on this
journey that are still in the very early years of the bereavement
process and wonder if the pain will ever go away, will it ever get
better? Yes, it does get better, but not for many years and it’s an
incremental process that is different for everyone, but I want to let
you know from my heart of hearts there is light at the end of tunnel
in this life as well as the next. All we really have is God and time to
heal our broken heart. There will never be an answer to the WHY
of it all, like explaining color to someone born blind, there is no
answer we can properly convey; we continue to live the question.
God bless you on your journey. It is my hope someday that you too
shall smell the lilacs, enjoy their ambrosial scent, appreciate their
delicate hue and find the joy again that belongs to you.

- MitchCarmody, www.heartlightstudios.net

Please Join Us!
A Day With Mitch Carmody
August 24, 2019
See Details Page 19
More details to follow in
upcoming issues of our TCF
newsletters.
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A Candle for My Child
Each night as darkness settles over our home, a little candle begins flickering in the
east window of our staircase landing. The tiny light burns until dawn and then silently
is quenched with the rising sun. This is my son’s light. About a year after Todd died,
the leader of our chapter suggested a candle in the window for the holidays, as I had no
inclination to decorate. I placed a candle there, and I have now replaced the candle
with yet another candle. This is Todd’s candle...this is Todd’s light.

When darkness comes, Todd’s candle begins its nightly vigil...a vigil that will not
end until I am dead. Although this is a small gesture, it has deep meaning for me.
Sometimes I awaken in the middle of the night and walk into the atrium at the foot of
the steps by the light of Todd’s candle. Other times in the early evening, I will look into
the atrium. Todd’s light shines. I feel as if he is with me somehow, in the light of this
little candle. I think about him, his life, his joys, his sorrows, and his immense capacity to love and laugh. I feel a
deep closeness to my son that cannot be explained to anyone but those who have lost a child. There is such peace
and solace in keeping my child in my heart and life and in establishing my own private rituals of remembrance.
Leaving a candle in the window has been an American tradition since the Colonial Era. The candle symbolizes
warmth and security of the family home and its message is loyalty to a family member who is not present. So it is
fitting that Todd’s candle shines each night...reminding all that he is absent from our home, but not our hearts.
Each of us has a ritual of remembrance of our child. Some of us have consciously established this. Others have
unconsciously done so. But it is these rituals that bring our child close to us, only to us. Our rituals are a very
personal choice. I chose not to share my ritual for 2 1/2 years. Then one day a child who lives across the street
asked me about the candle. I told her that it is my son’s candle. She asked if he was in Iraq. “No”, I said, “he’s in
heaven.” A momentary look of fright passed over her face, and then she smiled. “I thought you had kids. You
act like a mom.”
Her innocent comment about me ‘acting like a mom’ once again reinforced the fact that we will always be
parents. That role has shaped who we are and intensified it more with the death of our precious children. Those
who have not lost a child can’t understand the feeling and emotions that run so deeply in our psyches and our
souls.
When I gaze at Todd’s candle, I remember his life, the security he felt within these walls, his growing up
years, the love, loyalty and emotional stability he experienced as a child that enabled him to become a man of
courage, self-confidence and gentleness in the face of life’s worst and best. I think of the other children and the
parents they left behind...the sons and daughters of my Compassionate Friends. These children are missed, they
are loved and they, too, are kept forever in a parent’s heart. We share a common bond. We have lost our
precious, beautiful children. We know what pure and overwhelming grief really is. We walk this road together
as Compassionate Friends. And we remember, each of us in our own way. Todd’s candle is one way to tell him
that I love him as only a mother can love...unconditional and forever. And that I will always remember. I will
always be Todd’s mom. I have found that being a parent is a lifetime journey...even when our children are not
with us on life’s road. As parents, we define ourselves as interwoven with the fabric of our children’s lives. We
always remember. There is comfort in that.
Annette Mennen Baldwin, in memory of my son, Todd Mennen, TCF/Katy TX
Lovingly lifted from Madison Area Chapter
PS: I also have a candle in my son’s bedroom, which comes on at dusk.
It is one of my ways of remembering my Todd. Barb Seth
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First Christmas
First Christmas
It can’t possibly be Christmas without her
being here.
Yet the world is singing round me,
joyful tidings and good cheer.
Though I try to put on armor and
brave the sights and sounds,
a few moments worth of shopping,

Again at Christmas did we weave
The holly round the Christmas hearth;
The silent snow possess’d the earth,
And calmly fell our Christmas-eve.
The yule-log sparkled keen with frost,
No wing of wind the region swept,
But over all things brooding slept
The quiet sense of something lost.

and the tears are spilling down.
I pray for strength to do it, find a path

Alfred Lord Tennyson

through holidays,
look for shortcuts, good ideas,
some directions through the maze.
Then I find at last the answer:
I’ll include her symbolically.
And the giving becomes perfect;
her love’s flowing down through me.
Genesse Bourdeau Gentry
From Stars in the Deepest Night—
After the Death of a Child

Grief is a passion to endure.
People can be stricken with it,
victims of it, stuck in it.
Or they can meet it,
get through it, and
become the quiet victors
through the active, honest,
and courageous process of grieving.
Bereaved Parents of the USA,
Baltimore, MD, August 2008

“Talking with others who have experienced similar loss and are at varying stages
can act as a bridge between the past and the future.”
Gandhi
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Wishing You The Colors of Christmas
This year I will leave behind the clanging
reds and the vibrant greens,
the glowing golds and the silver glittering
plaids of Christmas.
I will tune out “Jingle Bells” and
“Grandma Got Run Over By A Reindeer”
and let “Silent Night” and
“Hark The Herald Angels Sing”
play softly in my heart.
This year I will allow time for silence
and quiet meditation
on the birth of The Christ Child,
and turn off the squawking and shrieking
of holiday commercials.
I want to be drawn in and comforted
by the peace of soft blues
and the calm of snowy whites,
and to search the sky, the moon and the stars
for promise and hope during the winter nights.
I will decorate with Christmas angels who
stand still in my home,
guarding my heart from pain,
and the nativity scene which keeps
me focused on the truth.
I will not yet open those sacred
boxes of Christmas ornaments
and priceless mementos which filled
my home in Christmas past.
I want to think about the praise of the angels
where our children celebrate Christmas,
and leave behind the chaos the world
has created and named Christmas.
I wish for each of us to have the courage
to search the memories in our hearts
and to not shut them out because
of our unspeakable pain.
I wish for us to allow the presence and comfort
of family and friends who love us,
and remember that their celebration
is tinged with lingering pain and private sorrow.
I wish for you the peace and softness of Christmas.

With Whom Can We Share our Feelings?

F

or many of us, there are few people with whom we can
share our innermost feelings; yet these very feelings may
be nearly exploding to get out! Perhaps for the first time in
your life you are really angry, angry at God? At your dead
child? Or just angry? Are any of you bereaved parents going
about your daily routines, appearing to those around you to be
“doing well”? Yet in your “alone moments” you hurt so badly
you think you may never feel better again? Or perhaps you’re
not even resuming a routine, lack motivation, are barely
functioning.
Many bereaved parents have shared these feelings with each
other. Who would understand if you told them you started
sobbing when you passed your dead child’s favourite food in
the grocery store?...Or that you want to yell at the crowds
nonchalantly walking in the shopping center, “Don’t you know
my child has died?” Another bereaved parent probably would
understand. To how many of your friends could you tell that
you kept some of your child’s clothing “handy” and
experienced a bittersweet feeling when you smelled these
clothes? Another bereaved parent would probably not think
this is unusual.
How fortunate you are if you can share these and other
feelings with your spouse, family members, your minister, or
good friends. However, many times these people from whom
you would expect the most support aren’t equipped or can’t
handle your normal feelings of grief.
One of the benefits mentioned most often of Compassionate
Friends, whether it’s by attending the meetings, using the
available listeners by phone or through the newsletter, is
hearing that your feelings are not unusual after all. It is also
most comforting to hear from bereaved parents for whom it
has been 3, 6, or 7 years since their child died that they
experienced many of these same feelings, worked their way
through their grief and can now say, “I don’t feel that way
anymore. I really laugh and don’t feel guilty. I’m leading a
productive life again. I may think of my child almost every
day, and still miss him/her, but I no longer review details of
the accident or illness, or circumstances surrounding their
death. I’m no longer angry or feel guilty. Most memories are
pleasant memories.”
This is why we “old-timers” continue to attend meetings,
remain available by the telephone and try to meet peoples’
needs through the newsletter.
Carolyn Reineke
TCF/Fort Wayne, IN

feelings

Carol Thompson, TCF/Tyler, TX
Always Remembering Sarah - December 2012

sharing

caring
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A DIFFERENT KIND OF

LOVE...

A DIFFERENT KIND OF
I thought I knew what love is. I learned
about love early. I adopted a kitten. I
knew I ‘loved’ my mother and my father… but I really,
really loved my Grandma…nobody made potatonik like she
did. When I was 12 I fell in love with a boy at school. I
thought that was love until I fell in love flavoured with lust
in high school and ultimately fell madly in love with Phil. I
was pretty sure by then I had it all sorted out and knew what
real love is. Then I had Peter. Love took on a whole new
meaning.
I thought I knew about grief. When I was a young child I
lost a precious toy. I was inconsolable. When I was 10 my
best friend moved away. When I was a teenager my
grandma died. As a young adult my boyfriend dumped me.
In college I failed Spanish. In my thirties my father died. I
thought I was having a nervous breakdown. In my forties
my mother died. I realized I was an orphan. It was a life
changing moment. For several years I longed to talk to her.
I grieved daily. It took years until I accepted the loss and
managed to move beyond the acute pain that loss caused.
Having suffered so many of life’s disappointments and
losses, I knew that life goes on and time would restore me.
Then Peter died. In the world of loss and grieving, nothing
comes close to this.
How to describe this. Shock, disbelief, despair, anguish,
physical pain, devastation, confusion, anger, impossibility,
wonder, frustration, paralysis, hopelessness…the magnitude
of pain is beyond description. There is simply no language

that is sufficient. My mind shut down. Trying to
reference past experiences that might help to
rationalize this reality was impossible. I was in
uncharted territory. And so was Peter. I suffered for
him too because I just knew he was as upset as I was
on the other side. I knew when he discovered he was
dead, his despair was as acute as mine - not only
discovering he was on the other side, but more,
knowing he had left me here. I suffered doubly
knowing my child was in such pain. I was falling down a
black hole. There would be no end to this forever.
While my world was crumbling, those around me made
pitiful attempts to comfort and assure me of my survival.
They didn’t understand that I had no desire to survive.
Truth was I was sure I wouldn’t survive. That was the only
thought that comforted me. I would be with Peter soon. I
had only limited time to get my life in order before I joined
him. Remembering those early days, knowing now how
universal that devastation is to every newly bereaved
parent, compels me to reach out to every new parent that
lands disbelieving and devastated into our world. It pains
me to think anyone else must live through this.
I’m still here. Though Peter has preceded me into that great
unknown, I am sure that we will be together again. I long
for him still. I still cannot believe he is not in this world.
But this indescribable love we share is ongoing. We are
cosmically connected. He is my son and he is invisible. He
taught me what love is and I love him still and always. As
long as I live, he will live...in my life, and in the lives of all
I have come to know and will continue to meet for all the
years that remain.
Marie Levine
Lovingly lifted from Manhattan Newsletter

The Compassionate Friends

Worldwide
Candle Lighting
Join us on December 9, 2018

Rather than mourn
The absence of the flame,
Let us celebrate
How brightly it glowed.
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Dear Compassionate Friends Family,
With the arrival of November and December comes the round of
holidays that can be especially difficult for bereaved families. Please
try and be kind to yourself this season--don’t overextend yourself don’t feel pressured to participate in holiday gatherings if you don’t
feel up to it. Let your heart guide you as to how you wish to celebrate
or not celebrate the coming round of holidays. What is best is what
works for you, so don’t be hesitant about saying “no” if you feel you
need to do so. Some bereaved families find great solace in carrying on
long-held traditions; for others this is just too painful. There is no
“one fits all” answer for how bereaved families may wish to observe
this holiday season. And don’t be afraid to reach out for help and
support if you need it--there are many family members, co-workers
and friends who would most likely welcome the opportunity to provide
that support. If you do nothing else this holiday season, I would
encourage you to participate in TCF’s Worldwide Candle Lighting on
Sunday, December 9th. There is something very empowering about
being connected with so many other bereaved families all around the
world as we remember by lighting our candles for those children,
grandchildren and siblings who are so loved and so sorely missed.
There is information on this special event elsewhere in this newsletter.
Susan Chan, TCF/Topeka, Kansas

New Year Wishes
Where there is pain,
Let there be softening.
Where there is bitterness,
Let there be acceptance.
Where there is silence,
Let there be friendship.
Where there is despair,
Let there be hope.
Ruth Eiseman
TCF/Louisville, KY

November Again
November again, almost winter.
Muted world outside,
faded red, misty yellow fog in the morning.
Even the hardest wind
seems kind enough,
because we know,
we know that stormy blades
lie waiting.
November again, almost winter.
Gently the heart reaches for the
awareness of things to come.
Holidays, so we call them.
Gently, the heart turns to
Christmas.
Songs everywhere. And lights.
Gently the heart must remember
the things gone by,
the time gone by,
the child gone by.
November again.
Sascha

“TEARS ARE SHED WHEN WE
ARE BORN, THEY USHER OUT
WHEN WE DIE.
IN BETWEEN WE DANCE”
Peace, love n light,
Mitch and Barb Carmody

Memories
The certain special memories
That follow me each day,
Cast your shadow in my life
In a certain way.
Sometimes the blowing wind
Or the lyrics of a song,
Make me stop and think of you
Sometimes all day long.
Memories are good to have
To share and keep in my heart,
Just knowing that you’re still inside
Makes sure we’ll never part.
Collette Covington
TCF/Lake Charles, LA
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“In A Split Second”
We’ve always had fears of family tragedy
Seemingly distant, yet always so near
We prayed our family to pass through this life
Without tragedy’s heavy burdens to bear
But then, on that day so brutal
So suddenly our lives turned into pain
Normal life we knew was gone
And never again would be the same
We lost two little Grand Daughters
In a split second they were taken forever to be
This day our life just turned upside down
Yes, we lost Loral and Macy you see
Now our lives, we must continue
It hurts, and wasn’t supposed to be this way
Our souls yearn to reach that great destination
While weary and worn, we trod forth each day
We still find some happiness,
but more often sadness
We sometimes laugh and sometimes cry
With grief and longing for our lost girls
Yes, with our faith, we know we’ll get by
~ PawPaw, Donald Moyers,
TCF/ Galveston County, TX
In memory of Loral and Macy

Grieving allows us to heal,

to remember with love
rather than pain.
It is a sorting process.
One by one you let go
of the things that are gone

and you mourn for them.
One by one you take hold
of the things that have
become a part of who you are

and build again.
~ Rachel Naomi Remen

YOU WERE AND ARE
A PART OF ME ALWAYS.
So much was lost;
My parents, would never be the same. Their pain was almost
visible, as if a piece of their bodies had been cut out. I had
lost myself too, or at least the version of me that was
unscathed by tragedy. An innocent version, who walked
around in some parallel universe where her brother was still
alive, ignorant to the incredible fortune of an entirely alive
family.
My brother, my past. Will’s big blue eyes. His loud laugh. He
was the co-keeper of my childhood. The person who was
supposed to walk with me longer than anyone else in this life.
The only other person who knew what it was like to grow up
with our particular parents, in our particular home.
The future. I cried for the nephews and nieces I would never
have. I cried for my own faceless potential children who
would never know my brother. How would I explain him?
How would I ensure that his essence wasn’t lost, that he
wasn’t lost, that he wasn’t just a figure in old photographs, a
handful of stories. And I had to have children someday, right?
I was the only person who could make my parents the
grandparents they always assumed they’d be.
And all the hard times ahead when my brother wouldn’t be by
my side. When my parents began to age. When my
grandparents died. There would be no one to share these
dark milestones.
And so I had to stay alive, the burden of needing to stay
healthy, to stay safe, to stay close.
I felt like our family had been a four-legged table, and one leg
had suddenly been torn off. The remaining three of us
wobbled and teetered. We felt the missing leg like an
amputee each morning waking to the horrible fact that Will
was gone.
Lynn Shatuck, Central Middlesex Chapter

“The living owe it to
Those who no longer
Can speak to tell their
Story for them.”
Czeslaw Milosz
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A Dad’s Wish
I wish I’d never known the place where you rest.
I wish I had known how desperate you were.
I wish I could find the answers to three years
of questions.
Questions that never go away.
I wish I had found more time for you Son.
I wish I could see your face and hear you laugh.
I wish I’d been a better friend and Dad to you.
Most of all:
I wish I could have felt your pain,
and been there for you
when you needed me the most.
If I had been, then maybe, just maybe
my wish would have come true—
I wish you were still here with us, Jeff.
My son Jeff died by suicide on April 9, 1999.
-Dave K. Pugmire, TCF/Salt Lake City, UT

Tiny Little Footprints
Little footprints on a paper,
Tiny footprints stamped on white.
No smiling pictures of your bath
time,
No running or flying a kite.
Such sparse memories I have of
you,
Sweet, beautiful, babies mine.
No keepsake rattles or no bronzed
shoes,
No treasures for me to find.
Just tiny little footprints,
That I look at every day,
My memories of two little boys,
That the Angels took away.
We will make a million memories,
When Daddy and I get there,
Oh wait, we’ll make it two million,
After all, you are a pair.
Marilyn Rollins
TCF/Lake-Porter County, IN
In Memory of Reece and Andersen

BORN STILL: A MISUNDERSTOOD GRIEF
I find myself writing this maybe
because I hurt, maybe because I feel
the need to educate others, maybe
because I just have to.
I am just two years bereaved, and
have belonged to TCF for about a year
and a half now. My son died when I
was full term with him. In my search for help to assist me through
my own grief (have tried to help others understand what it is that
we who have lost a baby - a child at birth - feel.) Sometimes it is
very difficult to explain my feelings, because Sean never lived
outside my womb. But because he was vibrantly alive inside of
me for nine months I grew to know him as he developed.
Sometimes I think back and try to remember the happy
memories of the time with my son. He loved fettucine alfredo, but
it had to have broccoli or shrimp in it. I think about the kind of
music he liked, and of the songs he liked me to sing to him.
Sean liked me to rub him to sleep. I remember that he
hiccupped so often it sometimes drove me nuts! Oh, how I miss
those days. But because of those days - even through this intense
pain - I also have joy. I have joy because I had my son at all;
because I loved my son, because I mothered him.
When I was first bereaved, I looked at people who had “time”
with their children and thought to myself, “Well, at least you had
them for (however long it was). I know other grieving parents look
at me and think, “Well at least you didn’t get to know him”. I know
now how wrong I was, and also how wrong they are. No matter
what amount of time we have with our child, we all feel the same
pain of loss.
We should never have to bury our children.
I have pain because Sean died, because I had only ten minutes
with him outside my womb, because I never saw his eyes open,
never saw him smile, never heard him make a sound. The silence
in the delivery room was deafening. I have pain because he lay in
a morgue for days, waiting to be buried. I have the pain of seeing
my son in his coffin, seeing that coffin closed, having a funeral,
putting him into the ground, saying goodbye. Pain because I now
must visit him at a cemetery. I grieve his loss terribly, and feel a
crater burned into my heart. I feel the emptiness that will never be
filled, I feel the loss of my future, my life.
You see, I feel what you feel. Our experiences may be
different; you may have had your child longer than I did, but our
pain is all the same. Losing a child is a life-altering experience.
Things will never be the same. I will never be the same, and I
don’t want to be!
Kathy Evans, In loving memory of my son Sean,
Lovingly lifted from Manhattan Newsletter
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SUPPORT
GROUP
MEETINGS

WHAT SHOULD I EXPECT?
When a grieving family attends a TCF meeting, they may be
so full of emotional pain that they can only sit and listen. To
talk might require more emotional composure and energy than
they possess. Others, fresh in their grief and quite possibly still
residing in shock might choose to talk non-stop; others may
choose to hide their tears and actually find ways to joke about
life. All of those ways are considered normal and acceptable.
But, either way, talking or listening, laughing or crying, dialog
with other families who know and understand what you are
going through will eventually be of extraordinary benefit.
Sometimes parents attend a couple of meetings of The
Compassionate Friends hoping for a ninety minute miracle.
Then, when the pain remains, or actually becomes more intense
as it surfaces, they decide not to attend any more meetings,
where painful memories might evoke tears. Sometimes the
newly bereaved just don’t have enough physical energy to attend
a meeting. They struggle just to make it through the day.
Others assume the mistaken belief that if you just don’t dwell on
it, it will get better with time. These parents may try to force the
grief down deep inside, and some people carry the unexpressed
pain inside for years, where it continues to simmer and fester
until it manifests in serious physical consequences.
Unresolved grief does not go away. It can be eased or masked
for a time with drugs, and often a parent turns to tranquilizers,
anti-depressants or other medicinal chemicals with unknown
risk, seeking permanent relief from the emotional devastation.
But true healing occurs through a long process involving time,
love and understanding of others, and by acknowledging,
discussing and ultimately learning to accept all the feelings and
experiences which surrounded the loss.
It takes inordinate courage to confront the Demon of Death
and the loss of a child. It also requires a certain amount of love
and care for your fellow human beings to continue to share with
other newly bereaved. But ultimately, when we decide to walk
this walk with The Compassionate Friends, the love and support
we offer to one another - as together we travel the road to
healing - brings comfort, strength, understanding and finally, a
newfound sense of purpose in our life. We are not alone, and by
truly caring for one another, we can help each other go way
beyond “just surviving”. We are truly sorry for your loss and we
extend ourselves to you with compassion and love.
Sharon Steffke,
Lovingly lifted from Manhattan Newsletter

Our monthly support group meetings are the heart of
TCF. These gatherings provide a safe environment in
which bereaved parents, adult siblings, and
grandparents can talk freely about the emotions and
experiences they are going through and receive the
understanding support of others who have “been
there.” Often, members say that the hope provided
through these sharing sessions has been more helpful
than other types of support in resolving grief within
their family following the death of a child.
RVA Chapter

BOOK REVIEW
A short condensed book that
can be treated as Grief 101 for
easy reference for a newly
bereaved Dad. Wish I had this
book 20 years ago when my
son died.
I liked the analogy to “Grief
Case” when you go through
the emotions of anger, guilt,
anguish, fear, despair and
confusion.
I found no religious overtones through this author’s
writings even though he stated he was a spiritual
man.
Good book to re-read at different stages of the
journey a bereaved man will travel to explain the
feelings and emotions one can experience along the
way.
Being an ex-military man and police officer, there is
no public outpouring of emotion due to his male
dominated upbringing. His first outpouring of grief is
revealed in the shower when his son’s spirit came to
him and in unspoken words told him how
disappointed he was in his Dad for not honouring his
love and the legacy he left for his family.
Wish men had more books like this from a male
perspective to read during the initial grief period and
the various ups and downs experienced thereafter.
Bob Taylor, TCF/Winnipeg
This book is available in our TCF Winnipeg Library.

“The death of a child is so painful, both emotionally and spiritually,
That I truly wondered if my heart and spirit would ever heal.
I soon learned that I could help myself best by helping others.”
~ Barbara Bush
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November 13

Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar. Helpful Resources.
Time: 7—8 pm. Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street. Cost: Free.
Please register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.

November 15

Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm. Library opens at 7:00 pm.

November 16

Annual Candlelight Memorial Service, 7:30 pm. Fort Garry United Church.

November 22 December 24

Palliative Manitoba Memory Tree. The opening ceremony for the 2018 Memory Tree will
be held on Thursday, November 22 at 10:00 am at the St. Vital Centre near the Bay. For
more information phone 204-889-8525.

December 4

Palliative Manitoba and Chapel Lawn Funeral Home Grief Seminar. Not so Jolly
Holiday Season. Time: 12—1:00 pm. Location: Chapel Lawn Funeral Home, 4000 Portage
Avenue. Cost: Free. Please register by calling Chapel Lawn Funeral Home at 204-885-9715

December 9

2018 Worldwide Candlelighting, 7:00 pm in all time zones. Everyone, in every time zone
around the world is invited to light a candle at home in honour of all children who have died,
that their light may always shine. As candles go out in one time zone, they will be lit in the
next creating a wave of light that will encircle the globe. Visit the TCF/USA website ,
www.compassionatefriends.org on that day and share your thoughts on their Memorial page
as you light your candles and observe this quiet time.

December 11

Palliative Manitoba and Cropo Funeral Chapel Grief Seminar. It’s Not Always a
Happy Holiday Time: 7—8 pm. Location: Cropo Funeral Chapel, 1442 Main Street.
Cost: Free. Please register by calling Cropo Funeral Chapel at 204-586-8044.

December 20

Sharing Meeting, 685 William Avenue, 7:30 pm. Library opens at 7:00 pm.

January 6

Charleswood United Church Lights for Lives, 7:00 pm. Location: 4820 Roblin Boulevard

August 24, 2019

TCF/Winnipeg Presents Mitch Carmody. Mitch Carmody, bereaved Dad, will be
facilitating workshops at the Norwood Hotel, 112 Marion Street. Time: All day with
banquet to follow. Please see page 9 for Mitch’s bio and page 10 for an article written by
Mitch.
White’s Funeral Home Daily Grief Support

" e need people in our lives with whom we can be as open as possible. To have real conversations with people may seem like such a
W
simple, obvious suggestion, but it involves courage and risk."- Thomas Moore
If the people close to you are not grieving in the same way that you are, you may want to go online to find a support group of individuals
whose journey is like your own. Having open, honest discussions about your feelings are therapeutic and necessary to your well being.

MyGrief.ca: Work through grief or learn to support others.
KidsGrief.ca: Learn how to support grieving children and teens.

